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REQUEST: 

The applicant, Kristi Dubeau of Fountain Tire Ltd., on behalf of the property owner, Albert John 
Kokonas, is applying to subdivide a property located at 1000 Highland Avenue to create one (1) lot in the 
CAR Commercial Arterial Zone.  Approval of this application will allow for a property line adjustment 
and increasing the area of an adjacent property located at 1866 – 18th Street North. 

BACKGROUND: 

Development Context 
The subject site is currently vacant, and is located southwest of the intersection of the Trans-Canada 
Highway and 18th Street North.  The site is flat and has a concrete pad in the middle where a building 
used to stand a few decades ago.  The site is surrounded by commercial uses to the north and east, and 
undeveloped land to the south and west.  Access to the site is provided by Highland Avenue. 

History 
The subject site was used previously by McDiarmid Lumber for outdoor storage and assembly of ready-
to-move homes beginning in 2007, but it has been vacant since 2012 when McDiarmid Lumber shut 
down operations in the city.  A conditional use application to allow for outdoor storage of ready-to-move 
houses (C-11-14-B) was approved by the Planning Commission in 2014, but the applicant of that 
application did not pursue further with a building permit.  The Conditional Use Decision C-11-14-B 
expired on October 28, 2015. 

Minor Subdivision 
Section 119(1) of The Planning Act defines a minor subdivision as a subdivision that results in a single 
new parcel of land or a subdivision of one or more parcels of land where each parcel being transferred is 
to be consolidated with an adjacent parcel covered by another title so that no additional title results, 
provided 

a) the parcels resulting from the subdivision conform with the development plan by-law, the
zoning by-law and any secondary plan by-law, 
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b) no new public roads will be created as a result of the subdivision, and 
c) the subdivision does not require any change in access to a provincial road or provincial trunk 

highway.  
 
Section 124(3) of The Planning Act states that upon receiving an application for a minor subdivision, the 
approving authority may, in accordance with the regulations and as an exception to subsection (2), 

a) give conditional approval to the minor subdivision, subject to any conditions described in 
section 135 that the approving authority considers appropriate, and  

b) send a copy of the application and the conditional approval to the council of the municipality in 
which the affected land is located.  

 
ANALYSIS: 
 
The applicant proposes to subdivide the eastern portion of the subject site and consolidate said portion to 
the adjacent property at 1866 – 18th Street North.  The expansion of 1866 – 18th Street North will allow 
for the expanded operations of a business known as Fountain Tire, including on-site storage of tires.  
There are no known plans for the reuse or redevelopment of the residual western portion of the subject 
site. 
 
Consistency with the Development Plan 
The proposed subdivision conforms to Policy 3.2.1 (location of commercial developments) of the 
Brandon & Area Planning District Development Plan, 2013 in that the existing commercial development 
is in an area designated “Commercial” in Map 1: Urban Land Use of the Development Plan.  The 
proposed subdivision also conforms to Policy 3.2.4 (urban commercial arterial developments) of the 
Development Plan in that the existing commercial development caters to the travelling public. 
 
Consistency with the Secondary Plan 
The proposed subdivision conforms to policy 6.1.1 of the Brandon North Gateway Secondary Plan.  The 
intent of the policy is to promote a variety of commercial land uses that offer a range of services for the 
area and to generate local employment opportunities for the community.  The existing commercial 
development at 1866 – 18th Street North (automobile tire sales and installation) is generally consistent 
with the mix of other businesses that exist in the immediate area (e.g. automotive service station, 
restaurant, hotel). 
 
Consistency with the Zoning By-law 
The proposed subdivision will result in reconfigured lots that exceed the minimum lot width and lot area 
requirements under Table 12: Commercial Bulk and Siting Requirements of the Zoning By-law No. 7124.  
No change of use is proposed as a result of this subdivision; the automobile tire sales and installation 
business at 1866 – 18th Street North was permitted in 2014.  On-site storage of tires within an accessory 
building is permitted at 1866 – 18th Street North, subject to a building permit being issued for the new 
building.  Compliance of the new building to the Zoning By-law will be addressed in the building permit 
application process. 
 
Commenting Agencies 
All comments have been addressed and summarized below. 
 
City of Brandon 
As of December 2015, property taxes were still shown owing on the subject site. As a condition of 
approval, taxes for the subject site, for the current year plus any penalty, interest and arrears, must be paid 
in full or special arrangements must be made satisfactory to Brandon City Council. 
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Manitoba Infrastructure and Transportation 
Manitoba Infrastructure and Transportation (MIT) objected to the original proposal as the proposed strip 
of land connecting the residual lot to the Hamilton Avenue right-of-way was not of sufficient width to 
accommodate semi-trailer truck access.  The accommodation of truck access is important as the Hamilton 
Avenue right-of-way will be the only access point when the Trans-Canada Highway is redeveloped in 
accordance with the PTH #1 West Functional Design Study and Connecting Highways to Brandon 
(2002).  Following receipt of this comment, the applicant revised the proposal and widened the strip of 
land connecting the residual lot to the Hamilton Avenue right-of-way to exceed MIT’s requirements 
(Attachment B-2). 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
That application 4500-15-624 to subdivide 1000 Highland Avenue (Lot 4, Plan 38357 BLTO) be 
approved be approved subject to: 

1. The owner or successor providing written confirmation to the City of Brandon Planning & 
Building Safety Department that taxes for the subject property (1000 Highland Avenue), for the 
current year plus any penalty, interest and arrears, have been paid in full or arrangements must be 
made satisfactory to Brandon City Council; 

 
And further, that subject to meeting all other necessary conditions and requirements of subdivision, that 
the designated signing officers are authorized to sign and seal the Final Certificate of Approval. 


